Urban SINfonie 2020 Report

Introduction
This year we celebrated 25th years of SIN Cru, and with support from Arts Council
England, delivered our Back to the Future project. As part of the celebrations, we
ran Urban SINfonie 2020 from 16th - 19th July. We had originally planned a joint
venture with Cambridge Live's outdoor festival The Big Weekend, running over two
days. We had a line up of international artists booked to visit Cambridge to
showcase, compete and teach Hip Hop dance styles to the local community, the
Big Weekend audience, and visiting UK dance communities. Due to lock-down
restrictions we re-structured our plans and moved the event online over four
days.

Activity
•
•

•

•

•

With mentoring from renound DJ and producer, Brad Baloo, we ran live DJ
sets that the public could access for free through our Twitch.TV account.
We planned a series of free workshops for beginner to advanced breakers
to elevate the artform and offer artist development for dancers wanting to
upskill.
In collaboration with GroundZero we curated a bboy competition in a new
format: a social media qualifer, followed by a live streamed quarter fnal
and fnal with an international panel of judges, hosts and DJs.
We showed a series of archive footage, photographs and battles from
previous events as part of a herritage collection, sharing the history of
previous SIN Cru events.
We spotlighted the DJ as an intrinsic part of Hip Hop culture and the
dancer's journey, with live scratch showcase, a screening and interview
with DMC World Champion Cutmaster Swift, and theatre piece by our
dance company, Fly No Filter, made with a live DJ soundtrack on the art of
the battle.

Ken Swift is a pioneer of the dance we call Bboyin', from New York, he was part
of the generation of dancers that were and are responsible for the international
spread of Hip Hop and breakin'. Ken judged our event, took part in an
Instagram Q and A answering questions from the UK dance scene and recorded
a workshop in Rockdance, a heritage Hip Hop dance style which he has
researched for 30 years and is partially responsible for the resurgence of. Ken
also joined a panel discussion with other dancers, talking about the art of battle,
the state of Hip Hop and the history and context of the culture.
Lucy TrubLroC is our Artistic Director, she took part in the panel discussion,
connecting Ken Swift's American perspective with a UK history and
understanding of the British scene. Lucy judged the battles with an eye for crew
communication and connection and offered a workshop on battle conditioning
and the athletic drills needed to take a professional competition dancers to the
next level.
Geo is a dancer from France who became a member of the international breakin'
crew Sinstars in 2012. He has since gone on to run his own dance event, Who
Got the Flower, in France to huge success. Originally the project plan had included
exchange between our two events, with us visiting and performing at WGTF and
Geo fying over to judge Urban SINfonie. Geo connected online, judging, taking
part in the panel discussions, and offered a workshop in balance and freezes.
Our DJs for the competition and the other aspects of the event were Mr.
Margaret Scratcher and DJ Marshy, both Cambridge DJs and connected to SIN
Cru through years of professional work. Marshy and Margaret put together
original mixes for the prelims which were available for competitors to download
from our website for free to dance to. They played for each round of the live
rounds in real time and performed a scratch showcase on our Twitch.TV,
displaying the skills of mixing and turntable tricks that make turntablism its own
musical artform.

Our host for the competiton was Bgirl
Sun Sun, compering the battles,
introducing the artists with history and
cultural relevance, and she facillitated
the judges discussion to make sure
viewers learned all they could from the
respective panellists. Sun Sun has
decades of experience as an active
part of the UK bboy scene, aswell as
dancing other styles including
performing internationally with her
lindy hop group, and as a bgirl. Sun
Sun toured with Fly No Filter's
performance The Glorious Tour in 2018.

Marketing
Our marketing campaign included interviews in connection with multiple UK
radio and podcast shows throughout the project which we streamed as part of
the festival. We shared stories and ideologies, Hip Hop history and promoted
our anniversary activity with Poet Curious; Prone on Gold Dust radio; Killa Kela;
Cambridge 105; and Strawberry Fair radio.

Finance
The grant we were awarded by Arts Council England as part of our Back to the
Future project was allocated to multiple outcomes:
• through the marketing budget we explored paid ads on Facebook and
Instagram to collect a larger viewing audience and better engagement
• Zoom Pro to teach online classes with better tools and to improve our
students access and experience
• website improvements to be able to host videos and other features,
making it more user friendly
• fees to artist who would not otherwise have connected to the UK dance
sector, to bring their expert skill to dancers through our workshops, panel
discussions, facillitated question and answer events and battles

Outcomes
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

exploration in to new online platforms: Twitch.TV, Instagram Live,
Facebook Live, Flickr
use of new software: OBS broadcasting software, BlackBox for DJ's.
an improved understanding and usage of online marketing tools:
MailChimp, email, Facebook ads and business place, Instagram intergrated
ads
improved relationships with media outlets that were part of our marketing
strategy: SoHo Radio, Cambridge 105 FM, GoldDust Radio, the Killa Kela
Podcast
a stronger set of relationships with sponsors: Kangol, Break-it-Down
Charity, Menno-Leisure, Funko Pop, Thames and Hudson, Arts Council
England
we developed relationships with dancers and encouraged them to improve
relationships between each other, independant of us, during lockdown;
built cross-communication and exchange with dancers from Vietnam, UK,
Switzerland, France and USA; created opportunities for dancers to work
together to fulfull tasks in their own time and communicate wtih each other
over social media
we developed relationships between dancers and DJs, asking competing
dancers to download mixes made specifcally for each round of the prelims
to dance to, this meant the dancers had a level of interaction with DJs and
got to know their style and music choice. We ran scratch showcases and
party sets with the DJs so the dancers could connect with them and their
craft, building stronger foundations in the community and reinforcing the
traditions of the culture

•

•

we ran a Q and A with Ken Swift, mediated by Ill Boogs, two 80's
generation dancers from the USA and UK respectively, bringing questions
from the UK scene to Kenny live and discussing on Instagram Live. The
outcome of this is that knowledge, history and cultural context can be
expressed to newer generations of Hip Hop dancers and newer members
of the community. This dissemination of knowledge is key for a stronger
future for the Hip Hop community
the company created a new piece of theatre work exploring what it is like
to create work over Zoom. This piece was also an exploration of battles
and the relationships of dancers to DJs in Hip Hop. This was screened on
our website and ran in conjunction with a Zoom panel discussion on hip
hop theatre

Long term impacts of Urban SINfonie 2020
•

•

•

individuals artists' practice has been strengthened, which will be
disseminated into the UK dance sector with a trickle down effect through
peers and future work. This has a positive impact on the Bboy community
by raising expectations and starting to forge a more level ground for
Bboyin alongside other dance styles
from the steep learning curve of delivering our 4 day online festival, we
feel a growing confdence to programme events with elements of live
streamed content, and can upskill new workers with this information to
build a base of knowledge for future teams
the event attracted an international market who are now better informed
on UK Hip Hop heritage

Monitoring and Evaluation
We performed our own internal evaluation process, collecting together strengths
and weaknesses of the event to better understand what to pass on to future
teams.
We evaluated against this criteria
• planning stage
• marketing strategy; including socials, email, and partner maketing
• sponsorship process; including fnding new sponsors, re-connecting with
old sponsors, product placement, and securing prizes
• booking and communicating with artists
• collating footage
• organisation of the battle
• online patform development
• video idents
• sponsors' ads
• features
• legacy
• analytics
• evidencing

SIN Cru YouTube channel playlist for the quarterfnals and our festival overview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkLrbYFZxXg&list=PLOXtY_PZT2lnpLq1v34r19uqXbMOfDWm

Social media statistics for programmed events
Media

Date uploaded

Peak live viewer

Estimated reach

Twitch.TV/SINCru

18/07/20

30

146

Flikr Exhibition

18/07/20

1090

1090

Facebook Live

16-19/07/20

193

7330

Instagram Live

17-19/07/20

331

461

Mahousive congratulations to Sheku and Justice who won the doubles battle.
Shout out to DancePlanner for their winning Karaoke and props to the Robin
Pals joint frst place in the Quiz. Special love goes to Stuntgal, Fly Cai, Chi
Boogie, Willexic and RascElle who had their childhoods documented across all
the Urban SINfonie events since 2001 as part of the festival Heritage Collections
on Twitch TV. Always indebted to the support and generosity of Ken Swift,
without whom, this dance and culture would not be the same.
Thankyou and much respect to everyone who contributed to our online
experiment.

